
ACTnow for Better Community,
Better Malaysia.

ACTnow is a social enterprise dedicated to building a better community by 
connecting the people and the local authorities as a bridge to highlight 
everyday’s community issues. It covers 52 categories of community issues 
spread across 155 local councils throughout Malaysia in a single free-for-use 
application. ACTnow is the official holder of The Malaysia Book of Record - 
“First Community Engagement Mobile Application” since November 17, 2020. 
The sole purpose of ACTnow is to encourage and build a better community. 
Be the voice of community, do not act later, ACTnow ! 

Issues you should know

*Full details of the above tickets are ONLY accessible
for registered users in the application.

Children are now spotted along MRR2 Highway 
around Ampang area begging for money from 
the cars while risking their lives sneaking be�
tween fast-moving vehicles. MPAJ should look 
into this matter because children’s lives are at 
stake on the road.

Illegal/Dubious Business
MRR2, Ampang
Majlis Perbandaran Ampang Jaya

Details in the application with the ticket 
MY0001845

Endanger Public Safety
Taman Bukit Angsana
Majlis Perbandaran Kajang

Details in the application with the ticket 
MY0001848

These roadside operators are thinking to make 
it easy for the customers to stop by the road�
side, some may not even need to get down 
from the cars, to purchase from them.

Reported multiple times by the user, who 
seems disappointed at the local council for 
no actions taken regarding this issue despite 
the same vehicle parked at the same spot 
again. Hopefully MPKJ will look into this as 
soon as possible. 

Traffic Obstruction
Taman Bukit Angsana
Majlis Perbandaran Kajang

Details in the application with the ticket 
MY0001849

ACTnow Hot Issue Facebook live talk show will be back tonight, with more intense 
tickets to be highlighted !  Check out the Hot Issue section below !

Hot Issue Live Talk Show

*Grand Draw Prize RM3000 is TONIGHT !
Visit ACTnow Trooper - Bahasa Melayu at 9.30PM tonight to check out who will 

be the lucky one to walk away with a RM3000 CASH PRIZE !
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Voice of Community

ACTnow’s Note
It is the second time accidents happened at SUKE highway in the month of March 2021. It 
certainly came as a shock to the public when the second incident, where three workers 
were killed and two workers were heavily injured as well as one driver who was described 
as “gravely” injured, happened so near to the first incident. 

In the first incident, on March 3, a portion of the bridge fell off of SUKE highway after it was 
hit by a heavy duty trailer, and trapped 5 innocent people in a factory van travelling on 
MRR2 Highway. Two women were killed and three were seriously injured. In the second ac-
cident, the crane toppled and fell down, affecting even more people than the first acci-
dent. 

SUKE has been ordered to stop construction entirely until completion of investigations, if 
there are no alternative roads found, the company has to propose a safety measure 
which is to ensure that no repeated accident happens again. It is also being wondered 
why no road was closed before such heavy construction was ongoing. 

From the year of 2013 to 2021, there were multiple accidents that happened involving 
highway constructions. In these years, many were killed and heavily injured. Most impor-
tantly, the public who are now afraid of driving below an under construction highway. This 
may cause inconvenience and mental disturbance to many. ACTnow hopes the authori-
ties will take a stern action, rather than banning construction companies for just 2 years. 

Two days after the second accident, a block of concrete has fallen to MRR2 Highway 
along the SUKE Highway. This has once again drawn the public attention and concern on 
SUKE Highway projects, however this time around the responsibilities fell under the lorry 
that was transporting it.

Safety measures are really important when it involves constructions, regardless of trans-
portation or during the development because lives are at stake under these giant build-
ing materials. ACTnow urges the responsible companies for the above accidents to take 
things into hands and do the right thing by providing enough safety measures and 
checks, in order to not waste another innocent life. 


